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Sport Activism and Protest. 
 

By Mick Totten, Leeds Beckett University,  

 

 

Introduction 

Many powerful stakeholders and mass consumers of sport still claim to believe that sport 

and politics do not mix, yet sport has proved a fertile ground for activism and protest its 

history littered with many forms. There are well documented iconic examples such as the 

death of suffragette Emily Davison trampled under the King’s horse in 1913, Mohammed Ali 

repeatedly demanding his Islamic name from his opponent whilst winning the 1967 boxing 

heavyweight championship, the 200 metre gold and silver medal winners at the 1968 

Olympics striking a Black Power salute on the podium whilst bowing their heads to “their” 

national anthem, and the Black September group kidnapping and killing nine Israeli athletes, 

coaches and officials at the 1972 Olympics. More recently Ultras Ahlawy fans joined the 

Arab Spring protests in 2011 fighting street battles in Cairo to help seize control of Tahir 

Square. In 2012 Trenton Oldfield risked injury and imprisonment swimming across the river 

to disrupt the Oxford and Cambridge boat race, whilst other campaigners gained some justice 

for fans killed in the 1989 disaster at Hillsborough winning legal disclosures and recourse for 

investigation into misconduct by public authorities. In 2014 members of Pussy Riot were 

whipped and tear-gassed whilst trying to sing at the Sochi winter Olympics and many 

Brazilian people took to the streets in the face of percussion grenades and tear gas to protest 

against hosting the FIFA world cup. And in 2015, the citizens of Hamburg voted in majority 

to stop their city hosting the 2024 Olympics, whilst in Yorkshire Newsome Sport and 

Bowling Club members gained notoriety using an angle grinder to break through the 

landlord’s steel gate at their club and then playing a celebratory match.  

 

Despite the diverse nature of these protests, who was protesting, on which issues, how 

different methods were used, for what aims and why, they (and other protests too) are all 

linked as forms of sport activism. They are also connected by political praxis, a compelling 

rationale for why doing nothing in the face of perceived injustice cannot be considered, and 

why political action and protest is required. Sugden and Tomlinson (2002) and Watson, 

Tucker, and Drury (2013) argue that sport has the potential power to transform 

circumstances, and sport activism is often a reaction against neo-liberalism (despite 

McSweeny’s (2014) assertion that its greatest achievement has been to persuade that there is 

no alternative!). Grix (2016) describes how sport has been used in foreign policy as a form of 

soft-power by states but far more sport activism is conducted by ordinary individuals and 

sometimes against the state.  

 

Lamond and Spracklen (2015) set out how leisure is an important site for activism and 

Erickson (2011) how recreational activism has emerged environmentally from outdoor 

pursuits. A vivid history of resistance through sport in the U.S. is recounted by Zirin (2005) 

who also (2013) reveals the power of sport in more contemporary activism, and Kuhn (2015) 

documents a wealth of instances across a variety of sports when activism has struggled for 

liberation and social justice, whilst Kaufman and Wolf (2013) identify athlete activists 

pursuing progressive social change. Amongst other sports, sport activism in football has been 

particularly well researched and Kuhn (2011) has compiled a worldwide history of how 

football has agitated for activism against the state. He includes distinctions between fan and 

grassroots club activism and others have focused more specifically on fans, Merkel (2012) in 
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Germany, Numerato (2015) in Italy, and much has been written especially about the UK. 

Kennedy (2013) describes this growth of left wing activism and North and Hodson (1997), 

Maguire (2005), Brimson (2006), Millward (2012), and Porter (2015) have all documented 

fans offering resistance, exercising their power, engaging in activism, and how this has 

occurred at different clubs. But few football fans encapsulate sport activism as well as those 

of  FC Sankt Pauli, from Germany, and their exploits have attracted particular interest from 

Sanderson (2009), Kuhn (2011), Merkel (2012), Daniel and Kasimeris (2013), Davidson 

(2014), and Totten (2015a and 2015b). 

 

There are examples of growing grassroots sport club networks engaged in radical sport 

activism worldwide which Kuhn (2011) again, Totten (2011), Sterchele and Saint Blancaat 

(2013), and Kennedy and Kennedy (2015a) highlight as DIY alternatives which emerge as 

counter-cultural resistance. There are detailed accounts of different clubs from Wilson 

(2011), Tucker (2011 and 2015), Simpson and McMahon (2012), Totten (2014, 2015a and 

2015b), Simpson (2015), Dolk and Kuhn (2015), who all revealed glimpses of radical sport 

activism some of which is linked to more revolutionary organisations. And Kennedy and 

Kennedy (2015b) describe these clubs resistance and inner ecology as resoundly anti-

capitalist. All of the previous studies reveal sport activism and protest in buoyant health and 

establish it as a growing phenomena and intriguing area of study. 

 

This chapter focuses on sport activism beginning by contextualising sport as a contested 

cultural practice offering a theatre of opportunity ripe for activism. It then conceptualises 

sport activism broadly and distinguishes it more specific acts of protest. The significance of 

praxis and critical consciousness are examined as drivers for activism and influences upon 

activists’ aims for change. Having established its conceptual grounding, sport activism is then 

explored in practice drawing on a range of examples to illustrate who is protesting, which 

issues they are protesting about, how activism is carried out, and the ethics of engagement 

utilising different methods. These examples include familiar iconic protests but also, and 

importantly, less well-known ones as Ledwith (2011) contends that authentic stories 

previously under the radar of popular exposure must be at the heart of a theory for change. In 

particular, innovative and sustained radical sport activism from the sub- cultural shadows  

is illuminated to reveal alternative ways of being, and emancipatory praxis. Continuing in this 

vein a more in-depth case study of FC Sankt Pauli fans is then set out as they offer a vision of 

radical integrity and sustainability that other sport activists might choose to consider 

(Davidson 2014). The chapter concludes by offering a “framework of sport activism and 

protest” which flexibly accommodates its diverse nature and consolidates an overview of 

understanding. 

 

 

Activist praxis and aims 

 

Sport as contested cultural practice and theatre of opportunity 

Sport and society are in symbiosis whereby social inequities and intolerances are manifested 

resulting in discrimination, power differentials and social exclusion. But sport is not simply a 

passive reflector of reactionary prejudices as it can also be an active inculcator and breeding 

ground for intolerance, too easily be perceived as a conservative rather than a transformative 

phenomenon (Hylton and. Totten 2013a). Some believe sporty is irredeemable and 

unsurpassed in its divisiveness. Perelman (2012; p13) laments its capacity to corrode, 

decompose and dissolve critique, whilst serving dominant interests and doing their 

ideological work, criticising those “flocked in serried ranks to give eager endorsement to 
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sport”. But sport is contested ideological terrain as there is a polarisation between activists 

who reject sport as being a cynical form of manipulation or distraction and those who seek to 

reclaim it believing it ripe with possibilities to reawaken consciousness and empower (Dart 

2014). So, sport can liberate or constrain and represents a dichotomy whereby it can act 

simultaneously as a tool for empowerment but also as an opiate which nullifies political 

consciousness (Long 1981).  

 

Sport often serves the interests of dominant groups and institutions and elite sport is 

conspicuous for its rapacious commercialism often constructed and promoted as a product for 

relatively passive consumption (Carrington and McDonald 2009, Coakley and Dunning 

2000). Kennedy (2013) describes how sport fans can be co-opted and commodified as part of 

the spectacle, but sport can also act as a site for resistance for oppressed groups, and Kennedy 

acknowledges that sport only exerts relative commercial power as there is also a capacity for 

resistance not least around the strong sense of community it can foster. Sport has a long 

history of community ownership and can be a fertile breeding ground for sport activists 

seeking effective community empowerment exercised bottom-up aspiring to citizen control 

(Hylton and Totten 2013b, and Partington and Totten 2012).  So, sport inhabits a hegemonic 

context which includes incomplete attempts by dominant cultural groups to control 

opposition as well as resistance by that opposition (Williams 1977). 

 

Resistance is as much a part of hegemony as control and hegemonic processes reflect 

ongoing power struggles; top-down control by sport institutions and bottom up resistance by 

sport activists. These hegemonic dynamics are perpetual, all-encompassing, never completed 

and continually assembled and re-assembled, reproduced and secured (and setback!) (Bennett 

1981).  For example, sport is often perceived as a site for the segmentation and cultivation of 

hyper-masculine or traditional feminine values, yet it is also an arena in which such 

stereotypes can be contested and some empowered to recapture previously alien cultural 

terrain (Scraton and Flintoff 2002). Sport can be an attractive and exciting vehicle to rally 

around politically and offers a distinct theatre of opportunity for activism and protest, 

whether through the gaze of popular media, by more alternative social media at the sub-

cultural grassroots, or local knowledge of community activism.  

 

Sport can be the starting point for the development of social capital that can result in the 

formation of networks that challenge oppressions (Blackshaw and Long 2005, and Coalter 

2007), and has the potential to act as part of a wider social movement, engage in resistance, 

and enable challenges to dominant structures of power (Budd 2001). But the significance of 

sport itself is ambiguous. On the one hand it is the gravitational centre of everything else, a 

passion and a place to play, but on the other sport itself is really not that important at all and 

sport activists can project activity onto a bigger canvas where the importance of playing 

sports becomes less and less significant (Totten 2015b).  

 
 

Sport Activism  

Despite the mainstream tendency of sport to be mediated and ideologically sanitised 

according to a prevailing functionalist orthodoxy, sport is undeniably political. All sports 

policy and practice needs to be understood as inhabiting broader political processes of how 

ideas are translated into actions and of who has the power to affect that. Sport politics spans 

the macro and the micro; from the global economics and governance of sport to the much 

smaller and more localised realities of how citizens access civic amenities, or organise 

grassroots sports clubs. Sport activism represents a challenge to those who uncritically assert 
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that sport is non-political, that politics should be kept out of sport, and to blinkered sport 

evangelists who believe that sport is always a benign force for social good; a ‘cultural glue’ 

which helps to hold society together. As such it is contests conservative and functionalist 

social values which permeate sport (Loy and Booth, 2000), and the global neo-liberal 

economic context within which sport is practiced.  

Sport activism often represents an intervention which is politicised against, rather than on 

behalf of the status quo and emphasises a challenge to conventional social and political values 

(Totten 2013b). Sport activism is advocating or acting for social or political change in sport, 

or through sport; for social or political change elsewhere, and for many it is a radical activity 

politicized against the dominant hegemony or status quo in sport or broader society (Totten 

2015c). Sport activism engenders a sense of critical consciousness and praxis that prompts 

advocacy and action on behalf or in pursuit of a cause. Such resistance can be acted out in 

different realms of sport; ideologically, economically, politically, socially and culturally, and 

sometimes through sport towards external targets too (Totten 2015c). 

So, Sports activism engenders critical consciousness and acts as a form of critical praxis  

 

As will be discussed in detail later, there are great variations in the practice of sport activism 

broadly reflecting the variables of the degree of change that is sought, who may be acting, 

which issue(s) they are concerned about, and how actions are deployed from a range 

methods. But there are important distinctions to be made between activism and protest. Sport 

activism should be thought of as an all-encompassing process which identifies issues, 

proposes solutions, and undertakes to attempt change, whereas protest should be considered 

an aspect of activism and a more specific subset of activity or events. Protest is most often an 

organized expression of disapproval, opposition or dissent, utilising specific methods. It can 

accommodate discrete activity and temporary involvement from some citizens, opting in or 

out at their discretion, as part of a broader campaign. But activism can be a process with or 

without protest as there are important aspects of activism which cannot neatly be considered 

as protest. Though not exhaustive, this includes the important day to day experiential practice 

of activists, their lived experience, discursive activity, informal education, the cultivation of 

awareness, as well as organisational activity addressing issues and participating in 

community activity. For some, activism is a state of being, a full time preoccupation, and 

protests merely significant events which punctuate their vocation. 

 

 

Activist praxis. Why protest?   

There are many issues that may irk those with an involvement in sport. For many these may 

be tiresome frustrations that invoke stoicism but no real appetite for action. But for sport 

activists discontent becomes a tipping point and translates into an imperative for action due to 

praxis; “the action and reflection of women and men upon their world in order to transform 

it” (Freire 1998; p73), Praxis is why ideas are put into action, and how those actions and 

experiences reciprocally inform ideas. Praxis is the symbiosis of outlook and action, the 

application of critical perspective to a social context with the intention of transforming it for 

the better. (Partington and Totten 2012).  

 

The all-pervasive envelopment of sport within a neo-liberal global economy cannot be 

ignored and neither can the impotence of most political leaders to imagine or create 

alternatives. Neo-liberal ideology largely reigns supreme in an international marketplace 

where everything has a price and sport can be bought and sold like any other commodity.  

Most governments and powerful economies perpetuate this and such commercial imperatives 

alongside authoritarian governance in sport mean corporate and statutory agencies can 
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seldom be trusted to deliver genuine empowerment. But prolific sport activism and praxis has 

given birth to community organisation, networks of resistance, community action and 

empowerment.  

 

 For many sport activists the very act of resistance can be empowering in its own right as 

empowerment is an ongoing process of struggle; “a continuous process that enables people to 

understand, upgrade and use their capacity to better control and gain power over their own 

lives” (Schuftan 1996; p260). Empowerment can act against injustice, enhance democracy, 

and help to develop cooperative local economies and healthy communities. However, 

Ledwith (2011; p78) cautions that this is not enough and that there is a difference between 

good activity, (which may improve the quality of life in communities) and transformative 

activity (that aims to tackle the unequal power relations that result in social inequality). She 

bemoans “action-less thought” founded on rhetoric not reality, and “thoughtless action”; 

doing, at the expense of thinking, lacking critical reflection. “Thoughtful action” necessitates 

critical consciousness to challenge “accepted” practice and dominant power relations, 

changing power structures that affect lives (SCCD 2001). Praxis is a synthesis of theory and 

practice, so sport activism entails actually translating radical ideas into coherent actions. 

  

 

Activist awakening. Critical consciousness and political imagination. 

One consequence of the wholesale permeation of neo-liberal ideology and “laissez faire” 

economics is that certain values are mediated to dominate everyday life as transactions 

supplant civil services. Ideological work is carried out to portray these values as inevitable, 

common sense, and “normal”. Chomsky (2002) conceives of this as propaganda ultimately 

controlled by government, business and media in which necessary illusions replace truth. In 

effect this amounts to a form of thought control, even in democratic societies, as ideas are 

narrowly filtered and opinions manipulated in order to manufacture consent. In this realm 

sport can become a currency of propaganda, complicit in indoctrinating neo-liberal values. 

Accordingly, neo-liberal ideology becomes the norm and appears to shape and create 

expectations across sport as a whole which may represent “bread and circuses”, or an “opium 

of the people”, as its consumers are encouraged to become experts on trivia and not to think 

critically (Hylton and. Totten 2013a).  

 

However, sport activism encourages critical thinking to connect deeply personal experiences 

to the profoundly political structures which shape them; “challenging the reigning ideological 

system and seeking to create constructive alternatives of thought, action and institutions” 

(Chomsky, 2003, p236), bottom-up. Insights into other ways of thinking require critical 

consciousness to challenge orthodox norms and deconstruct prevailing ideologies, to think 

more freely and consider alternatives. Such awareness leads many discontented sport 

activists, who believe silence is no longer an option, to express dissent as their 

disenchantment signals the beginning of wakefulness (Baird 2010). Iconic historical instances 

of sport activism can be considered the first canaries in the coalmine to sing out that 

something was increasingly wrong, inspiring later contemporary activism. So, increasingly, 

sport activists question convention and take action to organise, participate in protests, pursue 

more community-centred activity, building resistance to dominant hegemony through 

grassroots activism.  

 

A heightened sense of critical consciousness enhances political imagination. In as much as 

the sociological imagination enables a deeper, more significant insight into society and how it 

works (Giddens 2006, and Wright-Mills, 1959), political imagination reveals personal daily 
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life as deeply political and sport profoundly so. Through thoughtful reflection it encourages a 

depth of understanding to contest mainstream thinking, challenge ideas and pursue 

emancipation. Political imagination promotes greater democracy of values from which to 

explore and celebrate alternative activities and approaches to sport. Unlike neo-liberal 

hegemony, it often encourages more focus on collective welfare, shared needs, and 

redistribution of opportunity. It also encourages more libertarian thinking, promoting 

democracy, valuing diversity, putting people and planet before profit to pursue freedom. 

Through political imagination, sport, can be promoted as a site of struggle and resistance 

towards dominant hegemony connecting issues to broader structural political causes. 

 

 

Activist aims  

Some sport activism leads to protests, campaigns, and community organisation, that directly 

result in discernible change, but the power and effectiveness of much activism may remain 

unknown as other causal factors cannot always be easily distinguished. So, sport activism 

begins as an act of conscience which may require a leap of faith to translate into projected 

outcomes. And although all sport activism targets some form of change with ardour, the type 

of change sought may vary as there are different degrees to which activists can attempt to 

exercise influence. These different degrees of desired change can be plotted as aims on a 

spectrum from conservation to reform to transformation to outright revolution. And although 

sport activists’ aims may changes over time, and it is difficult to establish exact boundaries 

between them, these distinct aims can be considered separately (See figure 1 “A spectrum of 

activism”). 

 

 

 

 

  Conservation    Reform    Transformation    Revolution   

 
 

Figure 1; A Spectrum of Activism. 

 

Sport activists pursuing conservation are attempting to hold onto something that is perceived 

to be in jeopardy. So even for conservationists understanding power dynamics and politics is 

core to affecting sport policy. Conservation may preserve an established form of provision, 

maintain a traditional way of doing things, protect the balance of power in an established 

relationship, or sustain more recent change that has subsequently provoked a backlash.  

But perhaps much more sport activism aims at reform to improve and enhance current 

provision and sometimes this can encompass adjusting or amending relatively mainstream 

sport development policy. Activists campaign to alter arrangements, draw attention to a 

previously neglected issue, or provoke a response to accommodate a new issue which has 

arisen for sport. Activists trusting that reform can deliver desired change retain belief that 

the status quo is inherently adaptable and acts ultimately in sympathy with the common 

interest. 

 

Radical sport activists seek more than mere reform, embrace a more overarching ideological 

commitment to political change, and seek transformation. Conventional sport policy tends to 

reflect the prevailing interests of the most powerful, who seldom represent the best interests 

of others with an investment in sport. In this vein Ledwith (2011; p14) insists “collective 
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action for change has to follow through from local to structural levels in order to make a 

sustainable difference. Anything less is ameliorative”. So, for sport activists pursuing 

transformation, potential change is contingent on movements to generate resistance and 

challenge dominant structures of power. This can involve vibrant local activism linked, 

beyond purely local issues, to strategic networks and alliances, and this collective power can 

be harnessed as social capital which “comprises both the network and the assets that may be 

mobilized through that network” (Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998; p247). And although some 

sport activists may proclaim their causes loud and proud, others (working within mainstream 

organisation) may operate more covertly for fear of repercussions (Totten 2015b).  

 

 

There are also sport activists with even more ambitious aims beyond transformation who seek 

revolution. Although it is somewhat difficult to discern the exact distinction between 

transformation and revolution, some activists are clear of that in their stated intent. In 

community arts, Kelly (1984; p138) maintains the aim is to ‘topple capitalism’ with a clear 

analysis of activity as part of a revolutionary programme committed to cultural democracy. 

Such radicalism may be well hidden i n  s p o r t  or even obscure but it exists and is 

evidenced by the infiltration of organisations by practitioners with radical political 

motivations (Totten 2013b). Subversion by these spor t  ac t iv i s t s  against dominant 

organisational ideology in favour of community activism implies political projects to 

undermine or circumvent dominant hegemonic institutional organisations and resist 

culturally conservative practices inherent in much sport. There are also grassroots sport 

clubs and fan groups spread worldwide driven by more radical political agendas engaged in 

sport activism (Kuhn 2011 and Totten 2011) whose experiential practice reflects their 

alternative political and organisational culture. But, by their very nature, many of these 

groups’ activities are desirably covert and necessarily avoid the limelight of sustained public 

exposure. 

 

 

Sport activism in practice 

 

Sport activists; Who protests?  

The range of those involved in sport activism is vast and encompasses those inherently 

involved in sport, but also interlopers from elsewhere who seize an opportunity to use sport 

as a means towards an extrinsic end. All can be considered to be engaged in hegemonic 

struggles to gain influence. Williams (1977) identifies different hegemonic positions and 

processes that ebb and flow over time. These include broad traditions, formal institutions and 

smaller cultural formations which may be considered dominant, residual, or more emergent in 

nature. In sport traditions would represent an established way of doing things, institutions; 

sport organisations or other powerful stakeholders, and formations; more small scale sport 

groups, individuals and campaigns. Each vie for hegemonic power and jostle for influence 

between those with dominant sway, those receding residually, and those with emerging 

prominence, so complete control or a monopoly over reason are never assured in sport which 

retains a dynamic contest of hegemonic ideas (Totten 2013b). 

 

Sport traditions encompass cultural variations but broadly include longstanding hegemonic 

ideas about rules, custom and practice, sexual separation, and fair play, all underpinned by 

functionalist and patriarchal values, but also newer ideas like win at all costs, hyper-

masculinity, and hyper-commercialisation underpinned by more individualistic neo-liberal 

values.  Any of these may be subject to the scrutiny of activists but none can be considered 
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activism in themselves. Hegemonic institutions involved in sport activism include large top-

down organisations like governments promoting boycotts of events associated with their 

ideological rivals like the tit for tat boycotts of the Olympic Games in 1976, 1980, and 1984 

by communist and capitalist states. Other institutional governing bodies like the Olympic 

movement and FIFA pressurise host nations to impose restrictive commercial and anti-

democratic policies. The Rugby Football League created equality and diversity policies based 

on a sense of corporate responsibility and core beliefs and values of care, share, fair, and dare 

(Hylton and. Totten 2013a). And large institutional corporate sponsors put pressure on 

organisations, like FIFA, to reform their governance in order to protect global brand image as 

part of a neo-liberal agenda.  

 

Sometimes activism by mainstream organisations betrays an undertow of activism elsewhere 

by smaller cultural formations which provoke reaction. More bottom-up resistance and 

campaigning is conducted by ordinary citizens, community organisations, clubs, fans, and 

athletes, all protesting in, or through, sport. Community sport initiatives have proved a 

popular site for activists to populate and activity has sometimes been carried out by small 

groups or individuals within larger organisations involved with disadvantaged groups. 

Community sport practitioners engage in praxis by being critically conscious and reflective 

and some are frustrated by conventional approaches, with their enslaved accountability to 

political masters and inherent bureaucracy, act more radically outside the view of the 

authorities (Totten 2013b).  The ‘Street Sport’ project in Stoke on Trent, Staffordshire, 

employed innovative and unconventional methods to bypass conventional restrictions 

(Morgan, 2000), and a community project in Rochdale, Lancashire, employed political 

imagination transforming structures by empowering locals to lobby and take control of a 

swimming project from a cultural trust (Partington and Totten 2012). In Leeds, an Action 

Sport worker saw himself as infiltrating with an agenda to change top-down policy and carry 

out his own mission beyond surveillance. He was conscious of a potential for radicalism 

and resistance that cannot be publicised saying ‘the bosses don’t visit the coal face’ (Totten, 

2013b)!  These examples illustrates a potential for sport activism in opposition to the 

dominant hegemonic order, but they also highlight the difficulties of resisting assimilation as 

well as risks of marginalisation or expulsion as professional sport activists may jeopardise 

their longevity if they raise their heads too high above the parapet revealing their full colours. 

 

Individual athletes participate in sport activism in different sports for different reasons. 400 

metre winner Kathy Freeman brandished an aboriginal flag at the 2000 Sydney Olympics to 

draw attention to indigenous land and human rights. Test cricketers (Andy Flower and Henry 

Olonga) wore black armbands in 2003 to protest at the “death of democracy” within 

Zimbabwe. And Mohammed Ali revealed his critical consciousness very publically in 1967 

when refusing the draft to serve in the US Army comparing the treatment of Vietnamese to 

that of black Americans by white slave masters. Specific campaign groups have sprung up in 

sport like the families and supporters of those fans who died at Hillsborough in 1989, large 

swathes of Brazilian citizens against hosting the 2014 world cup, and those ongoing against 

racism by Kick It Out and Football Against Racism in Europe. There are also campaigns that 

opportunistically hijack sport as a site of protest like campaigners to free the prisoner George 

Davis who sabotaged the cricket wicket at Headingly, Leeds, in 1975, and by lone wolf 

activists like Trenton Oldfield’s subversive swim at the Oxford and Cambridge boat race in 

2012. 

 

Sport fans are increasingly engaged in sport activism, especially in football, which has given 

rise to a new breed of sport activists and supporter protest movements. Merkel (2012; p373) 
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asserts that football culture is “constructed both by commercial interests and by defiant and 

rebellious reactions to them” and some perceive their club’s commercialising tendencies as a 

“parasite which feeds on the host of its iconic fans for commercial gains” (Totten 2015c; 

p12). Fans have challenged power and oppression, cultivated critical consciousness, 

promoted leftist libertarian thought, and politicised the fan base like the Alawy fans in Cairo 

during the Arab Spring uprising, and Maguire (2005; p41) describes how some Charlton fans 

“were transformed from passive spectators into social activists” in response to ill treatment 

during their successful campaign over plans for stadium renewal. Many fans increasingly 

believe that they have to take more control over their own circumstances and circumvent the 

authorities to solve their own problems, such as those fans of Manchester United FC who 

were sufficiently agitated to form their own breakaway community club, FC United of 

Manchester in 2005. Radical left wing football supporters networks worldwide sharing ideas 

about how to foster political imagination and challenge oppressive power (Totten 2015c). 

The Alerta network declares “We are awake: We fight against the repression that tries to 

destroy our culture.. See you on the barricades or on the terraces” (Alerta 2015). Through 

these networks groups form alliances that have the potential to become movements (Ledwith 

2011). There are international political links and strong allegiances between different 

networks and hundreds  o f  teams of ultras, fans, immigrant groups, and activists come 

together t h rough  events like the annual  Mondiali Antirazzisti, (Anti- racist World Cup), 

united in anti-racism “to intervene in the areas where a short-sighted recalcitrant state pulls 

back or decides not to intervene” (Mondiali Antirazzisti 2010c).   

 

Finally, individual alternative grassroots sports clubs like Los Autonomous in San Paulo, the 

Easton Cowboys and Cowgirls in Bristol and Republica Internationale in Leeds are heavily 

involved in sport activism and radical political activity (Totten 2015b). Collectively, they and 

others pursue “Freedom through Football” utilising the emancipatory potential of sub-cultural 

activity to challenge dominant norms and structures (Hylton and Totten 2012b). They are 

anti-capitalist clubs and “a breeding ground for the political left through the plethora of 

opportunities to engage in radical community development, enhancement of social cohesion 

and development of social inclusion” (Tucker 2011, p152). All these examples of traditions, 

institutions and formations represented in sport activism possess relative power in their 

different settings of engagement and their prominence varies between those dominant 

residual and emergent in pursuing different causes in hegemonic context. 

 

 

Resistance through sport. Which issues?  

If the range of those involved in sport activism is broad then the range of issues they 

represent even more so. It is impossible to consider all of these adequately here but an 

attempt will be made to discern different types of issues and their conceptual nature. Broadly, 

they all are all reactions to either perceived injustice, unfairness, inequality, or a sense that a 

right to something is transgressed. All can also be understood as forms of resistance to 

dominant hegemony in sport or broader society and the fervour of that resistance may vary in 

relation to the degree of change that activist conviction seeks. A neat typology of activist 

resistance is problematic but distinctions can be made between ideological, political, 

economic, socio-cultural and environmental resistance, but an absolute division between 

theses realms is impossible as a single issue or action may encompass more than one form of 

resistance.  

 

To an extent all resistance is ideological, but more radical sport activists are overtly 

consciousness of undertaking ideological resistance towards neo-liberalism, even capitalism. 
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Sometimes political imagination fosters alternative perspectives which reject neo-liberal 

hegemony and conservative values. Republica Internationale FC, from Leeds, utilise sport as 

a vehicle to nourish socialist enquiry, explore and express socialist ideas and actions (Totten 

2015b). Also in pursuit of an integrity of praxis, some of the previously cited activists express 

overtly anarchist inclinations including grassroots clubs like Autonomous FC and the Easton 

Cowboys and Cowgirls (Totten 2011), as well as and some supporters of elite clubs like 

Ultras Ahlawy, many within the Alerta network, and Trenton Oldfield’s disruptive swim was 

motivated partly in the spirit of class war.  

 

Ideological resistance through sport is sometimes fostered by alliances of anti-capitalist, 

socialist, anarchist, feminist and gay rights sport activists in their autonomous organisation of 

grassroots sport. Initiatives like the freedom through football, cricket and basketball tours to 

troubled political hot-spots like Chiapas in Mexico, and the West Bank in Palestine 

(including the first ever by women) have been organised outside the gaze of football and 

political authorities (Simpson and McMahon 2012 and Totten 2011 and 2015b). Teams act as 

human rights activists expressing solidarity with indigenous struggles, so games are played in 

the Mexican jungle whilst being buzzed by military helicopter surveillance overhead, and in 

Palestinian villages with Israeli army sentries looking on from gun towers. 

 

Political resistance is forged through challenging powerful established authorities and vested 

interest, so sport governance is increasingly scrutinised amid scandals and accusations of 

authoritarianism, cronyism and corruption. Institutional doping scandals mire sport, whilst 

the sponsoring of senior athletics officials by global sport brands clouds the favourable 

awarding of world championships. Formula 1 motor racing is run by authoritarian 

billionaires, the governance of professional boxing has long been overseen by shady cartels, 

and senior FIFA officials are arrested relating to bribery and the awarding of World Cups to 

Russia and Qatar. Campaigners rally to promote worker’s rights in the building of sport 

stadia and infrastructure for mega events like the world cup in Qatar, and in defence of local 

land rights for those oppressed during the construction of  Donald Trump’s luxury 

Aberdeenshire golf course, shrouded by backdoor political dealing. 

 

Political subservience is rejected in favour of DIY empowerment as sport activists contest 

institutional control of sport. As the ownership of iconic sport teams has become a hyper-

commercialised playground for oligarchs, corporate entities, and mass media 

commodification. Autonomous fan organisation can cultivate empowerment informally and 

engender it implicitly through involvement in action for change (Hylton and Totten 2013b), 

and democratic processes can embed autonomous community control by enabling fans to 

participate in decision making and gain greater long-term control over their circumstances 

(SCCD 2001). Considering the relatively fan-friendly arrangements for football in Germany,  

Merkel (2012; p372) qualifies that this is not due to the “altruism, generosity and compassion 

of the football establishment in Germany, but is largely a result of the fans’ opposition, which 

has a rebellious and subversive quality”. And some fan activists are poised like sentinels 

ready to act dynamically in resistance to perceived threats from their clubs as they ebb and 

flow in a hegemonic current (Totten 2015c).   

 

Economic resistance is also exhibited by sport activists disillusioned with corporate 

ownership and commercial imperatives. Commercial mission creep has alienated many 

traditional sport fans as the sense of community previously experienced is increasingly being 

replaced by a passive consumer spectacle which activists reject seeking a more authentic and 

democratic grassroots culture (Totten 2015a). Fan activists protest about travel and ticketing 
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costs and campaign in favour of community led provision, and the subsidy of participation. 

Equally there are ethical and human rights concerns about the dubious transnational market 

trading in the relocation and ownership of young sporting talent from struggling economies.  

 

Sport activists also campaign for fair trade in the production of sport goods, against low 

wages and appalling conditions in sport garment factories in the developing world, and the 

campaign for a living wage has been extended to the scrutiny of professional sports teams 

and the inequity between millionaire athletes and support by staff struggling against poverty. 

And campaigns for ethical consumption encourage a less materialistic culture than the 

planned obsolescence and disposability of sports goods. Although there are always been 

concerns related to the economy of sport, these are especially heightened in times of 

particular uncertainty, the politics of austerity and increasing inequality. This is experienced 

in the shrinkage and private outsourcing of what was once public provision and emblems of 

national and civic pride. Community facilities and services are strained under spending cuts, 

and local sport activists are engaged in campaigns to retain community provision like the 

golfers from Armley, Leeds, who campaigned in 2015 to stop the council closure of their 

course and successfully gained control re-establishing it as Gotts Park Community Golf Club.  

 

Socio-cultural resistance by sport activists can be viewed as a response either ‘quantitatively’ 

to the scale of funding and numbers participating (or not!), but also ‘qualitatively’ in terms of 

discriminatory experiences in sport (Gratton and Jones, 2004; Long, 2007; Veal, 1992).  

Socio-cultural resistance covers an extensive remit in relation to inequalities, opportunity and 

discrimination including social class, culture, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, age, ability and 

disability. These concerns are caused through discriminatory practices and processes which 

occur intentionally or unintentionally at different levels: individual (micro); institutional 

(meso); societal (macro) (Hylton and. Totten 2013a).  

 

Historically sport has generated pioneering activists campaigning against discrimination like 

the response to class discrimination by the breakaway professional rugby league in 1895, and 

these struggles, and others, still continue.  The Justin campaign highlights homophobia in 

football, and the BBC Sport Personality of the year award has been criticised for insensitivity 

and discrimination towards disability, gender, and specifically petitioned on homophobia in 

2015. Sport activism is channelled through challenges to oppressive conservative social 

norms, an ongoing process of struggle over values, including how the media portray sport, 

and its participants, judgementally and stereotypically in terms of culture and identity. At a 

grassroots level the female freedom through football tourists to Palestine addressed specific 

discrimination against Islamic female footballers as well as Palestinians generally. And 

Republica Internationale has carefully considered how to include transgender footballers, 

despite opposition from the FA, and has planned trans-football matches outside the gaze of 

the authorities (Totten 2015b). 

 

Environmental resistance in sport is reflected in green issues and a long history of campaigns 

against animal cruelty and for better animals rights in sport including the banning of animal 

baiting, better treatment of racehorses and greyhounds, concerns about the fate of prey in 

hunting sports and fishing, and the use of animal based products like leather in sport goods. 

Previously, hunt saboteurs in Britain campaigned for reform to ban foxhunting with dogs 

which was perceived as a cruel ritual of an antiquated establishment. But once successfully 

banned a counter campaign by the countryside alliance took thousands onto the streets to 

campaign for its reinstatement and saboteurs now find themselves largely policing the status 

quo. Although not yet as substantively documented as others forms of resistance, growing 
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global concern for the environment suggests this will become a more prominent motivation 

for future sport activism. Already, mega-sports events like Olympics and FIFA world cups 

are increasingly criticised for their destructive preparation, carbon footprint, impact on flora 

and fauna, for land and human rights issues, and the resulting ravages of social cleansing and 

homelessness. 

 

 

Methodology of dissidence. How to protest?  

An incredible range of protest methods are used by sport activists from the more conventional 

to the highly creative. Activism employs a methodology of dissidence from a versatile toolkit 

of methods. This is comparable to the methodological notion of bricolage whereby strategy 

and methods are shaped to capitalise on the options available and the circumstances 

encountered (Levi-Strauss, 1966; Kincheloe and McLaren, 2005). This also relates to praxis 

and political imagination as bricolage is not limited to an interest in method, but also to 

understanding how knowledge is produced as it “addresses the plurality and complex political 

dimensions” (Rogers 2012; p14). Some sport activists engaged emergently in different protest 

activities over time can be compared to the bricoleur who produces “a complex, dense, 

reflexive, collage like creation that represents the researcher’s images, understandings, and 

interpretations of the world of phenomenon under analysis” (Denzin and Lincoln 1998: p4). 

 

Choice and combinations of method from the activists toolkit are influenced by the nature of  

activism, who may be protesting, what issue is under consideration, what segment of the 

realm of sport provides the context, what are activists hoping to achieve, and how activist 

praxis disposes orientation to all of this. All protests are acts of conscience, some are entirely 

within the law but others stray into the greyer area of civil disobedience. Lawful methods of 

protest may not be questioned beyond whether there is support for their issue or not, or at 

worst whether activists are perceived as “spoil-sports” (a status sometimes considered worse 

than cheating!). But for some sport activists the ethics of their praxis may legitimate forms of 

protest beyond what others consider lawful. Civil disobedience may be justified for some on 

the grounds that the law itself is immoral, unjust, perpetuates another injustice, and therefore 

protest is in the broader public interest. Open civil disobedience and protest aim to call 

attention, place issues in the public domain, appeal to others sense of moral justice, and 

garner support to change public policy. So, civil disobedience can sometimes result in forms 

of direct action intentionally breaking rules and laws, most often peacefully, but sometimes 

even condoning material damage or violence through commitment to a broader sense of 

moral justice.  

 

A relatively peaceful aspect of sport activism can be as resistance by existence when the very 

act of participation in sport is provocative. Effectively this includes manifestations of identity 

politics by individual athletes, teams, as well as the organization of politicized sport events, 

tournaments, and tours. In Rugby Union this might include athletes or officials ‘coming out’ 

as gay such as the former Welsh captain Gareth Thomas or the referee Nigel Owens. But 

such resistance can also be exemplified by the growing emergence of women’s rugby teams, 

which could be seen as invading and culturally challenging what was once exclusively male 

territory (Hylton and. Totten 2013a). In football there has also been the emergence of  

breakaway clubs amongst fans, exasperated by previous club ownership, exhibiting fan 

power and establishing AFC Wimbledon in 2002, FC United in 2005, and more radically 

Ebbsfleet United FC became a fully fan owned club in 2008 with direct fan influence on the 

most significant aspects of club policy.  
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Political imagination and sport activism can utilise the emancipatory potential of sub 

cultural activity to challenge dominant norms and structures, and promote radical action 

(Totten 2015c). Such a slant is more likely to focus on grassroots and recreational sport 

encouraging alternative sub-cultural activity like alternative sport events. The freedom 

through football tournaments cultivate activity whereby politics are manifest, the organic 

intellectual is cherished, and participants empowered through a process of informal education 

which engenders a critical consciousness and praxis (Totten 2011). And Sterchele and Saint-

Blancat (2013) contend that the liminality of these alternative festivals de-structures 

“normality” and offers creative potential to explore anti-discrimination in a more liberated 

way.  

 

Many campaigns employ conventional media including newspaper and fanzine articles, 

advertisements, flyers, and film documentary, with Sport England’s award winning media 

“This Girls Can” campaign exemplifying an apparent success (Rumsby  2016). Sometimes 

campaigns are accompanied by celebrity or athlete endorsement like prominent American- 

football and basketball players wearing “I Can’t Breathe” t-shirts in protest against racist 

police brutality (Littlefield 2014), Nelson Mandella publicly promoting the notion of a 

rainbow nation during mass media coverage of the Rugby Union world cup in South Africa 

in 1995, or the artist Banksy participating in an Easton Cowboy’s football tour to the 

indigenous Zapatista communities in 1999 (Simpson and McMahon 2012). Written petitions 

are used like that by swimmers from Bramley, Leeds, who in the face austerity and funding 

cuts petitioned and campaigned to keep their local pool open, taking community ownership in 

2013. And sport activists employ community organization and action both as volunteers and 

as professional community mobilisers.  

Some campaigns involve whistle blowing, shareholder acquisition, legal action, or sanctions 

like the plea-bargained recruitment of Chuck Balzer to expose FIFA corruption, the growth of 

supporter trusts to pursue football club takeovers, or the Gleneagles agreement in 1977 using 

sport to isolate the previous apartheid regime in South Africa.  And sport can sometimes 

become a humorous playground for activists who employ ridicule, parody and satire. 

Performance art and symbolism are particularly common in sport protests especially those by 

fans using the choreography of chants and banners, but also others like Pussy Riot attempting 

to sing at the Sochi winter Olympics, and many others using graffiti including Bansky (again) 

in Chiapas, Mexico.  

 

Increasingly sport activists are utilising newer media, especially across the internet, including 

blogs, discussion forums and social media. Clicktivism means surveys and petitions can be 

created more easily and distributed more widely, and on-line videos can go globally viral. 

More sophisticated use of technology has led to guerrilla media whereby activists produce 

sources of information to counter mainstream outlets. And some activists are even able to 

subvert, flood or hack mainstream sources. The Spirit of Shankly Liverpool fans protest 

group were so effective from 2008 at targeting financial institutions that it led to the club 

being portrayed as a risky investment, and to the owner describing the “militant role (of) 

internet terrorists” who helped force the club’s sale (Millward 2012; p643).  

 

More radical sport activists are more likely than others to resort to direct action to pursue 

change, forgoing negotiating in favour of the immediate effective stoppage of  that which 

offends. Non-violent resistance includes aspects of non-cooperation like working to rule and 

player strikes. Sport activists have organised strikes, boycotts, demonstrations, marches, flash 

mobs, sit-ins, squatting, occupation, and blockades, like the anti-apartheid protests during 

South African rugby tours in the 1980s, and fan groups using their presence (or absence!) 
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from stadia to draw attention to causes in the 21st Century. Resistance from the early 1990s of 

Brighton and Hove Albion fans against potential ground relocation eventually deposed the 

club chairman and was described as “effective guerrilla warfare” (North and Hodson 1997). 

Some activity may be considered as guerilla sport activism such as the necessarily secretive 

freedom through football political tours to Palestine and Mexico involving travel to 

communities by foot through mountains overnight to avoid military checkpoints (Totten 

2011). And sometimes protest has not been entirely peaceful as sport activism has included 

property damage, vandalism, sabotage, and violence. This ranges from purist climbers 

sabotaging unnatural bolts and aids, to the Newsome Sport and Bowling Club breaking into 

their ground, and also (much differently) fans fighting police, and (most extremely) the Black 

September kidnaps and murders at the 1972 Munich Olympics. 

 

 

Case study of sport activism. FC Sankt Pauli fans 

Protests in sport can occur as singular acts but also in combination as some sport activists 

have employed different methods over time as in different ways. FC Sankt Pauli fan, from 

Hamburg, embody this perhaps as well as anyone else, and there are few better examples of 

radical sport activism sustained over time on a range of  issues (Totten 2015c). Since the mid-

1980s fan activists have maintained “a football culture in their own image.. the “agit-prop” 

methods they had learnt from street politics and the punk movement.. (and become a) 

paradigm for alternative fans throughout Europe” (Sanderson 2009; p91-92). The fans are 

cohesively organised, autonomously, bottom-up, non-hierarchically, and informally which 

has empowered them to create an authentic vibrant democratic culture which holds great 

influence over their club. This gives rise to prolific community action and empowers 

individuals, the fans-body itself, and broader communities in a sustainable way (Totten 

2013c).  

 

Sankt Pauli fans have advocated and acted vigorously for social and political change in 

football, and they have also utilised football to vigorously advocate and act for social and 

political change elsewhere too (Daniel and Kassimeris 2013). Sankt Pauli activists are 

knowingly engaged in political and cultural struggle having fought long and hard to achieve 

their uniqueness and hold onto it. Effective sport activism and praxis are allied to a 

heightened sense of critical consciousness, and fan culture is flexible enough to offer 

different opportunities for immersion in activism. Fans cultivate social and political 

awareness, linking the symptoms of their collective oppressions to awareness of their 

structural causes, and describe acts of “resistance” that challenge powerful institutions. 

(Totten 2015a). Fans activists engage in “thoughtful action” (Ledwith 2005) by organising, 

supporting, acting, campaigning and protesting prolifically, and core fans link their politics to 

action too, distinguishing between being “politically minded” and actually being “politically 

active” (Totten 2015c). 

 

Fans feel a sense of potential threat from the commercialising tendency of the club to their 

do-it-yourself left-wing culture. So, the protection of political integrity is more important than 

compromise in pursuit of playing success for fans who feel a need for eternal vigilance upon 

the club itself (Daniel and Kassimeris 2013). The fans relationship to the club is not one of 

unconditional positive regard as they are not blinded by romanticism, and are critically 

vigilant of the football club sometimes treating it with disdain. Fans use football as a form of 

political praxis whereby their “thoughtful action” galvanises radical ideas and emancipatory 

practice. This, and unshakable conviction, has lead to fearless confrontation of issues and 

political action. 
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Fans activists have a multi-faceted engagement with an extensive range of issues and matches 

are regularly utilised for protest. Fans play a leading role, nationally and internationally, 

creating and sustaining fan networks campaigning for fan rights and the power to fight 

against prejudice as well as rampant commercialisation. Fans have also campaigned 

vigorously for fan rights in relation to stewarding, overzealous security, surveillance, and the 

criminalisation of protest. (Totten 2011). But perhaps it is the concerns of the local district 

that become the main focus of the fans who emphasise that social problems are accentuated 

against a backdrop of creeping gentrification. Their campaigns have taken account of 

poverty, unemployment, homelessness, low educational attainment, inter-generational issues, 

oppression by the state and police against alternative lifestyles, squatter’s rights, immigrants’ 

rights, and in support of the “working girls” who ply their trade in the red-light district and 

who are also part of the community, and (Totten 2015c).  

 

Activist praxis drives activity which spans the conventional and subversive, organised and 

disruptive, serious and humorous, legal and illegal, pacifist and violent. Stadia and streets are 

both a platform for sport activism utilising sport as a stage from which to project political 

values.  Fans inhabit a richly saturated political theatre; of sport, politics, protest and fun with 

matches exploiting chants, banners and choreography, and protests continuing on the streets 

afterwards (Totten 2015a). Political statements are also amplified through media like 

websites, blogs and articles controlled by fans with the Ubersteiger fanzine collating and 

coordinating much media strategy and information. On-line communication is increasingly 

influential, but, there are some reservations about its restrictions; “You have to be on the 

streets to decide” (Totten 2015c). 

 

Sport activists are prominent on the club board and fan groups coordinate activity 

through the Fanclubsprecherrat, which incorporates delegates from individual fan clubs and 

democratically identifies issues to support, positions to be taken, initiatives, and campaign 

planning (Totten 2015c). Fans have built a foundation for personal and community 

empowerment through an infrastructure of community organisation, democratic participation 

and involvement, leading to positive social and political action, involvement in many 

community projects including youth work and computer literacy (Totten 2015a). Fans have 

also set up social housing projects, and squats have been utilised as nightclubs and fan group 

clubhouses. Fans have close relations to the squatting movement and inherited traditions of 

agit-prop tactics, street protest and direct action (Sanderson 2009). Fan activism has sustained 

conscious acts of “resistance” against powerful institutions including civil disobedience 

through protests and demonstrations, which sometimes lead to conflict with the police. And 

in 2011, fans even went as far as to acquire their own authentic second-hand water cannon to 

parody and rival those of the Police (Totten 2011). 

 

Sankt Pauli fans are prolific sport activists who employ critical praxis to alter the conditions 

of their existence in pursuit of transformative change (Totten 2015c). They are vigilant and 

keep the commercialising tendencies of their own club in check, sustaining an authentic 

grassroots fan culture in the process. They are intrusive and effective in influencing the 

running of the club and scathing of any dilution of political ideals, but this is a struggle 

fought hard. The club is caught between the commercial inducements and “imperatives” of 

professional football, and the political integrity of the fans. These tensions hold the 

relationship in some form of equilibrium (Totten 2015c). Sankt Pauli activists proactively 

extend their reach by rallying others, forging alliances, and establishing national and 

international networks of mutual support in pursuit of fan power. Fans were pioneers in 
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German and world football in combating fascism, racism, and homophobia, and taking on the 

football authorities to do likewise; such that many of their ideas have now become 

mainstream (Totten 2015a). Fans have challenged the dominant hegemony of passive 

consumption, resisted commercialisation, and created a radical do-it-yourself culture in its 

place. Fans activists have created a participatory democracy which has demonstrated 

transformational potential.  

 

 

Sankt Pauli fans offer a vision for sport activism and for sport more generally to realise its 

transformative potential (Totten 2015a and 2015c). The fans successfully utilise the support 

of a football club as a springboard for political activity. Activists employ direct action 

methods and show unambiguously that professional sport can be reclaimed as a site for 

resistance through propagation of leftist and libertarian, ideas and culture (Daniel and 

Kassimeris 2013). Fans guard against complacency by vigorously defending the idea that 

they are supporting a cause, not just a football club. Fan activists also adopt a very 

community centred focus, embracing local issues, identifying underlying structural causes, 

and engaging in prolific community activity, projects, and campaigns. 

 

Though not the only fans engaged in this struggle, Sankt Pauli fans have created their own 

radical oasis in a turbulent world, a haven for fans swimming against the tide to reclaim the 

game from rampant commercialism (Totten 2015a). Sankt Pauli acts as a beacon of hope for 

many fellow travellers across the world, a leftist Mecca for some, who visit this iconic 

phenomenon and share alternatives ideals for football and politics (Davidson 2014). And 

Sankt Pauli fans also reach out to others offering solidarity and messages of support. Sankt 

Pauli reveals a buoyant hotbed of sport activism exemplifying a never surrender attitude to 

the inducements of the neo-liberal commodification of sport.  

 

Conclusions 

Sport activism and protest have deep historical roots but appear to be increasingly 

manifest in contemporary times and can often be interpreted as a backlash against the 

consequences of neo-liberalism. Sport activism and protest sometimes have high profile 

iconic recognition but often occur more locally and sub-culturally. Activism is 

sometimes employed top down by large institutions but more often bottom up and more 

radically by community organizers and lay-activists. Sport activism incorporates 

discrete campaigning and protest, but also broader community organization, and more 

immersed preoccupations reflecting ideological convictions. Activism can be directed 

through sport towards targets both inside and outside sport by those with an investment 

in sport, or more opportunistically by external interlopers. 

 

As sport is contested cultural practice it can be a site of oppressive hegemonic control 

by powerful interests, but as power is a relational dynamic, ordinary people also possess the 

potential with which to transform their circumstances. Sport offers a theatre of opportunity 

for resistance as a strategic response to situations, including domination, with a refusal to 

comply. Most, if not all, of what transpires can be understood within a “framework of sport 

activism and protest” (see figure 2) which identifies related variables that shape the process 

of sport activism. And, distinct instances of sport activism can be deconstructed to reveal how 

those individual variables can fluctuate, like the spin of tumblers on a fruit machine, and 

collectively generate the determination of different outcomes. 
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Figure 2; a framework of sport activism and protest. 

 

In practice sport activism is driven by praxis and political imagination, ideological 

dispositions, whose integrity awakens critical consciousness and conditions actions of 

activists. This in turn emboldens action to address issues and enables connections to 

broader structural causes that define degrees of change to be pursued across a spectrum 

from conservation to reform to transformation and even revolution. Sport activism is 

further shaped by the identity of activists, and the theatre of opportunity that they 

inhabit, accommodating a range of contributors from large institutions, but much more 

commonly grassroots community organizations, clubs, fan groups, and individuals. A 

plethora of issues inspire sport activists and provide different incentives for action to 

organize, campaign, and protest, and these acts of hegemonic resistance occur 

ideologically, politically economically, socio-culturally, and environmentally. The 

nature of specific activism and protest draws on a methodology of dissidence and how 

choices are made from a tool kit of options. And sport activism has drawn on both 

lawful means and civil disobedience utilized both conventional and new media, the 

identity politics of resistance by existence, alternative cultural activities, direct action, 

and even guerilla sport. In conclusion, effective sport activism and protest dispel the 

myth that sport and politics do not mix and reveal an optimism of human condition that 

oppressions can be challenged and a better fairer world envisaged. Sport activism entails 

an aspirational outlook, an empowering commitment to change, and an enthusiastic 

imagination of the power of sport. 
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